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This study explores the following hypothesis: forward looping movements of the tongue that are
observed in VCV sequences are due partly to the anatomical arrangement of the tongue muscles,
how they are used to produce a velar closure, and how the tongue interacts with the palate during
consonantal closure. The study uses an anatomically based two-dimensional biomechanical tongue
model. Tissue elastic properties are accounted for in finite-element modeling, and movement is
controlled by constant-rate control parameter shifts. Tongue raising and lowering movements are
produced by the model mainly with the combined actions of the genioglossus, styloglossus, and
hyoglossus. Simulations of V1CV2 movements were made, where C is a velar consonant and V is
@a#, @i#, or @u#. Both vowels and consonants are specified in terms of targets, but for the consonant
the target is virtual, and cannot be reached because it is beyond the surface of the palate. If V1 is
the vowel@a# or @u#, the resulting trajectory describes a movement that begins to loop forward before
consonant closure and continues to slide along the palate during the closure. This pattern is very
stable when moderate changes are made to the specification of the target consonant location and
agrees with data published in the literature. If V1 is the vowel@i#, looping patterns are also observed,
but their orientation was quite sensitive to small changes in the location of the consonant target.
These findings also agree with patterns of variability observed in measurements from human
speakers, but they contradict data published by Houde@Ph.D. dissertation~1967!#. These
observations support the idea that the biomechanical properties of the tongue could be the main
factor responsible for the forward loops when V1 is a back vowel, regardless of whether V2 is a
back vowel or a front vowel. In the@i# context it seems that additional factors have to be taken into
consideration in order to explain the observations made on some speakers. ©2003 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1587737#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Aj@AL #
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many studies aimed at understanding the control str
gies of speech production have been based on analyse
observable~articulatory or acoustic! speech signals. How
ever, it is well known that comparable observed patte
could be produced by different underlying mechanisms.

For example, Nelson~1983! suggested that speech a
ticulatory movements would be produced with an optimiz
control strategy aiming at minimizing the jerk~the third de-
rivative of displacement versus time!. At the same time, he
demonstrated that the velocity profile associated with j
minimization is bell-shaped and quite similar to the veloc
profile of a second-order system. Since then, the kinem
properties of speech articulators have been shown to be c
to those of a second-order dynamical model~see, for ex-
ample, Ostry and Munhall, 1985, for tongue movemen!.
The central question is, thus, to know whether these k
matic properties are the result of optimized central con

a!Electronic mail: perrier@icp.inpg.fr
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~as implied by Nelson!, whether they are a natural cons
quence of the biomechanical properties of the speech ar
lators, or whether they are the result of the combination
both effects.

Another example of this nature can be found in the st
ies initiated by Adamset al. ~1993!. These authors observe
that when speaking rate decreases, the number of l
maxima observed in the velocity profiles of articulato
movements~so-called velocity peaks! would increase from
one or two to several. They suggested that the change f
fast to slow movements would imply a drastic modificati
of the underlying control strategy from a single movement
a sequence of multiple submovements. However, a study
ried out by McClean and Clay~1995! showed that the vari-
ability in the number of velocity peaks observed for an
ticulatory gesture across speaking rates could be relate
the firing rate of motor units, which would naturally var
when velocity changes. Thus, far from being evidence o
drastic modification of the control, multiple velocity peak
could simply originate in the natural variation of a low-lev
neurophysiological process. Again, these observations r
14(3)/1582/18/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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the question of the relative influences of, on the one ha
control strategies and, on the other hand, physical, ph
ological, and neurophysiological properties, on the kinem
patterns observed during speech production.

In this context, the present paper proposes an assess
of the potential contribution of the biomechanics to comp
articulatory patterns~called ‘‘articulatory loops’’! observed
during the production of VCV sequences, where C is a ve
stop consonant~Houde, 1967; Mooshammeret al., 1995;
Löfqvist and Gracco, 2002!. The study is based on simula
tions made with a 2D biomechanical tongue model. Afte
summary of the main experimental observations of articu
tory loops in the literature and their possible explanatio
the tongue model will be presented and results of vari
simulations will be described that contribute to the analy

II. BACKGROUND: EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF
‘‘ARTICULATORY LOOPS’’

Articulatory looping patterns were first described
1967 by Houde, who analyzed cineradiographic data i
number of V1–@g#–V2 sequences, and noted that ‘‘a distinct
forward directed gesture takes place during the closure’’ of
the consonant. Studying tongue body motions from the
jectories of four radio-opaque markers attached to the m
line of the tongue of a single speaker, Houde noted: ‘‘When
the closure occurs during a forward directed vowel tran
tion (/ugi/, /agi/), ... the contact appears to be sustain
while sliding along the palate for a distance of up to 6 mm.’’
~Houde, 1967, p. 129!. In these sequences, the observed s
ing movement could easily be interpreted as the consequ
of the vowel-to-vowel gesture~oriented from the back to the
front!. However, such a hypothesis would not be consist
with the other set of observations provided by Houd
‘‘ When the palatal closure occurs during a rearward mov
ment of the tongue@...#, in some cases (/i’gagi/) its direction
is temporarily reversed. It behaves as if forward movem
had been superimposed, during contact, on the main re
ward movement of the tongue.’’ ~Houde, 1967, p. 129!. In
addition, similar movements patterns were also observe
V1–g–V2 sequences where V15V2, thus apparently pre
cluding an explanation based only on vowel-to-vowel co
ticulation phenomena.

Houde suggested that the forward movement could
sult from a passive effect of forces generated on the ton
surface by the air pressure behind the contact location.
to the closure of the vocal tract, the air pressure increase
the back cavity and could push the tongue in the forw
direction. ‘‘The direction of the movement during closure
consistent with an increase in oral pressure, and as in
case of labial closures, a compliant element is required in
oral cavity, during the voiced palatal stop in order to susta
voicing. The passive reaction of the tongue may provide
required compliance.’’ ~Houde, 1967, p. 133!.

Since then, many additional observations have b
made of such loops~Kent and Moll, 1972; Perkellet al.,
1993; Löfqvist and Gracco, 1994; Mooshammeret al., 1995;
Löfqvist and Gracco, 2002!, and the hypothetical influenc
of air pressure in the back cavity has been analyzed furt
Ohala has suggested that this looping movement could ba
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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‘‘

very marked form of active cavity enlargement and co
more than compensate for the other factors which disfa
voicing on velars.’’ ~Ohala, 1983, p. 200!. However, the hy-
pothesis of active control of the loops has been seriou
questioned by data collected on German speakers
Mooshammeret al. ~1995!. Their subjects produced articula
tory loops during the unvoiced stop consonant@k# in @aka#
that were even larger than for the voiced consonant@g#. This
result clearly does not favor Ohala’s hypothesis, but it do
not refute the assumption that aerodynamics pressure fo
could contribute to the forward movement observed in
ticulatory loops. Hooleet al. ~1998! tried to assess the po
tential effect of the pressure forces quantitatively, by expe
mentally comparing the production of velar consona
during normal versus ingressive speech. Their results
vealed forward articulatory loops in both conditions, b
their size was significantly reduced in ingressive spee
This result supports the idea that aerodynamics could in
ence tongue movements, but, at the same time, it also i
cates that other factors, perhaps including biomechan
properties of the tongue, may also contribute to generate
observed loops.

On the other hand, Lo¨fqvist and Gracco~2002!, inspired
by studies of arm control movement in reaching or pointi
tasks, suggested that the curvature of the articulatory tra
tories that is at the origin of the looping patterns could ar
from general motor control principles based on a cost m
mization. Such a minimization would mean that the who
trajectory of the tongue would be planned, and that phys
factors such as aerodynamics and biomechanics would
no direct role or a minimal role in the trajectory shape.

In this paper, we will explore a totally different hypoth
esis. Using Payan and Perrier’s~1997! tongue model, we will
assess the hypothesis that biomechanical factors may b
least partly responsible for the observed looping patterns

III. THE TONGUE MODEL

Before giving details about the structure of the mode
short description of tonguee anatomy is provided, togethe
with a brief overview of the state of the art in the field of th
biomechanical modeling of the tongue.

A. A brief description of tongue structure

1. Tongue musculature

A detailed anatomical study of the tongue musculat
has been described in Takemoto~2001!. Thus, the descrip-
tion given here will only address functional aspects~Perkins
and Kent, 1986! that were useful in the design of the 2
biomechanical tongue model. It will be limited to muscl
for which the main influence can be described in the mids
ittal plane, and muscles with fibers oriented mainly in t
direction orthogonal to the midsagittal plane will be not pr
sented. Most of the considered muscles are paired, with
on each side of the midsagittal plane; however, in the follo
ing description, their names are given in singular for
Among the ten muscles that act on the tongue structure, t
are three extrinsic muscles that originate on bonystructu
and insert into the tongue: thegenioglossus, thestyloglossus,
1583Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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and thehyoglossus. They are responsible for the main di
placement and shaping of the overall tongue structure~e.g.,
see Perkell, 1996!. Contraction of the posterior fibers of th
genioglossusproduces a forward and upward movement
the tongue body, while its anterior fibers pull the anter
portion of the tongue downward. Thestyloglossusraises and
retracts the tongue, causing a bunching of the dorsum in
velar region. Thehyoglossusretracts and lowers the tongu
body. Three additional intrinsic muscles, totally embedded
the tongue structure, contribute to a lesser extent to the
ittal tongue shape. Thesuperior longitudinalismuscle short-
ens the tongue, and bends its blade upwards. Theinferior
longitudinalismuscle depresses the tip. Theverticalis fibers
depress the tongue and flatten its surface.

2. Tongue innervation

Tongue innervation~carrying its motor supply and its
sensory and proprioceptive feedback! doesn’t involve the
same kind of neural circuitry as does the control of hum
limb movements. Whereas human limb muscles are in
vated by spinal nerves, the muscles of the vocal tract
innervated by cranial nerves, which have their nuclei in
brain stem. However, most of the principles governing lim
motor control also apply to the control of tongue movemen
For example, as for the limbs, the efferent commands that
conveyed to tongue muscles~by the hypoglossal nerve! are
likely to be modulated by proprioceptive feedback. Inde
most of the oral mucosa, and particularly the tongue surfa
is supplied with several different types of mechanorecept
and muscles spindles have been found within the ton
musculature~Cooper, 1953; Walker and Rajagopal, 195
Porter, 1966; Trulsson and Essick, 1997!.

B. The 2D biomechanical model of the tongue

A number of biomechanical tongue models have be
developed already to study speech production~for 2D mod-
els, see Perkell, 1974, 1996; Kiritaniet al., 1976; Hashimoto
and Suga, 1986; Honda, 1996; Sanguinetiet al., 1997; Payan
and Perrier, 1997; Dang and Honda, 1998; for 3D mod
see Wilhelms-Tricarico, 1995; Kakitaet al., 1985!. The
tongue model used in the current study represents a sig
cant improvement of Payan and Perrier’s 2D tongue mo
~1997!. In this section, the fundamental aspects of the m
eling approach are described in detail.

1. Biomechanical structure

An important first choice in modeling tongue structu
was to limit the complexity of the model by only represen
ing tongue characteristics that are relevant for speech.
this reason only the muscles mainly active during spe
have been incorporated~see below for details!. In addition,
the tongue description has been limited to the midsag
plane, in accordance with phonetic classifications of spe
sounds that are based either on the position of the hig
point of the tongue in this plane~Straka, 1965!, or on the
position of the vocal-tract constriction along the midline g
ing from the glottis to the lips~Fant, 1960; Wood, 1979!.
This choice is also consistent with the fact that the kinem
1584 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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data available in the literature describe tongue movemen
the midsagittal plane~cineradiographic and electromagnet
recordings!.

In order to develop a biomechanical model as close
possible to the morphological and physical characteristics
a given speaker, a native speaker of French, PB, who
already been the subject for a large number of acoustic
articulatory data recordings~by cineradiography, electro
palatography, electromagnetography, and MRI!, was em-
ployed as our reference speaker.

The PB vocal-tract contours~hard palate, velar region
pharynx, and larynx!, shape and position of the mandible, th
lips and hyoid bone, and the surface contour of the ton
were extracted from a lateral x-ray image of PB’s head d
ing a pause in a speech utterance. The corresponding to
shape is, therefore, considered to be close to the rest pos
of the articulator.

The tongue is composed of a rich mixture of musc
fibers, glands, connective and fatty tissues, blood vess
and mucosa. However, for a first approximation, only tw
categories of tissues were modeled: thepassive tissuesand
theactive tissues. The first category includes the mucosa, t
connective and fatty tissues, blood vessels, and glands
second category corresponds to muscle fibers. Measurem
can be found in the literature showing that the stiffness
muscular tissues increases with muscle activation~Duck,
1990; Ohayonet al., 1999!. This feature is included in the
model, by increasing the stiffness of the elements associ
with an active muscle.

The finite-element method~FEM! was chosen to dis-
cretize the partial differential equations that describe c
tinuous tongue deformations. These equations were es
lished according to the laws of the linear elasticity.
addition to a precise description of the continuous, vis
elastic, and incompressible properties of a body, the
method makes it possible, via the notion ofelement, to at-
tribute specific biomechanical properties to individual r
gions of the structure. This feature is crucial in order to ma
a distinction between passive and active tissues that co
tute the model.

Defining and distributing the elements inside the stru
ture ~i.e., themeshdefinition! was the next stage of the pro
cedure. This is a critical phase that involves a comprom
among faithfulness to reality, design complexity, and com
tation time. Automatic mesh generators might have be
used here but were not, mainly because we wanted the fin
element model of the tongue to represent its muscu
anatomy. For this reason, the element geometries were
signed manually, with specific constraints in term of~1! the
number of elements and~2! anatomical arrangement of th
main muscular components. Ideally, it would be optimal
design an FEM structure where the limits of the tissues
muscles could be mapped exactly into the geometry of
different elements.

Figure 1 presents the results of the manual FE m
design: 221 nodes~intersections of lines in the figure! define
192 quadratic elements~areas enclosed by lines! located in-
Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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side the sagittal tongue contour. Tongue attachments to
jaw and hyoid bone were modeled by allowing no displa
ment of the corresponding nodes, while tongue base sup
~essentially the effect of the mylohyoid muscle! was modeled
by a reaction force, which prohibits any downward mov
ments of the nodes located between the genioid tubercl
the mandible and the hyoid bone.

2. Muscle model

This section describes the definition of the inserti
points and fiber orientations for the selected muscles, and
model of force generation that was adopted.

Asymmetries of tongue shapes in the lateral direct
have been found in many experimental studies~see, for ex-
ample, Stoneet al., 1997!. However, to our knowledge, i
has not been suggested that asymmetries would result
an explicit control. Consequently, our approach models
two symmetrical parts of each tongue muscle pair as a si
entity. Only action in the midsagittal plane is considered.

a. Insertions and directions of the muscle fibers. Muscles
are represented in the model at two different levels~see Fig.
2!. First, their action on the tongue body is accounted for
‘‘macrofibers’’ that specify the direction of the forces and t
nodes of the FE mesh to which the forces are applied. M
rofibers are muscle-specific aggregations of segments~the
bold lines in Fig. 2! connecting a number of selected nod
of the FE mesh to one another and to points on the b
structures~hyoid bone, jaw, styloid process!. As depicted in
Fig. 2, each muscle is composed of one to seven macrofib
over which the global muscle force is distributed. Musc
force generation is modeled in a functional way according
Feldman’s equilibrium point hypothesis of motor contr
~Feldman, 1986!. More details will be given below.

Second, since the recruitment of a muscle modifies
elastic properties of the muscle tissues, muscles are also
resented in the model by a number of selected elem
within the FE structure~gray shaded elements in Fig. 2!,
whose mechanical stiffness increases with muscle activa
Since the model is limited to a 2D geometrical representa
of the tongue, the association between elements and mus
depicted in Fig. 2, was made on the basis of a simplifi
projection of the tongue in midsagittal plane. Special att
tion was devoted to assuring that the definition of the m

FIG. 1. Mesh of the 2D finite element tongue model in its rest position. T
external vocal tract contours were extracted from x-ray data collected on
reference speaker PB.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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rofibers, the geometry of the elements, and their assignm
to muscles preserve the main properties of tongue mu
anatomy~Netter, 1989; Takemoto, 2001!. Note that, because
the inferior longitudinalis is a thin muscle, it was represen
as a single macrofiber running from the hyoid bone to
tongue tip.

b. Modeling the generation of muscle force. To model
the generation of muscle force, Feldman’s ‘‘l model’’ ~Feld-
man, 1966, 1986!, also referred to as theequilibrium point
hypothesis~EPH!, was used. This model, introduced for ar
motor control, has been employed by Flanaganet al. ~1990!
and Laboissie`re et al. ~1996! in their model of the jaw and
hyoid bone complex. Thel model reflects the claim thata
motoneuron~MN! activation, which generates force, is n
centrally controlled, but is the consequence of the interac
between a central command and proprioceptive feedb
Feldman ~1986! assumes that the central nervous syst
~CNS! independently acts on the membrane potentials oa
and g MNs in a way that establishes a threshold mus
length, l, at which muscle activation starts. As the cent
command specifies changes inl, muscle activation, and
hence force, vary in relation to the difference between
actual muscle length andl. Moreover, due to reflex damp
ing, this activation also depends on the rate of change
muscle length. Feldman assumes that the nervous sy
regulates the equilibrium point of the muscle-load system
shifting the central commandl, in the form of changes in the
central facilitation of MNs, producing a movement to a ne
equilibrium position.1

In the present model, consistent with the experimen
force-length measurements reported by Feldman and
lovsky ~1972! for a cat gastrocnemius muscle, the relati
between active muscle force and muscle activation is
proximated by an exponential function~see Laboissie`re
et al., 1996; Payan and Perrier, 1997; Sanguinetiet al., 1997
for more details!.

3. Elastic tissue properties

In the absence of any muscle recruitment, the tong
mesh represents passive tissues. Under these condition
model consists of an isotropic linear FE structure, who
biomechanical characteristics were chosen in order to mo
tissue quasi-incompressibility and to replicate mechan
measurements available in the literature.

Accounting for tissue incompressibility would requir
measuring tissue deformations in 3D space. This can o
ously not be done properly in relation to a planar model.
this context, tongue deformations in the direction orthogo
to the midsagittal plane were assumed to be negligible
comparison to the geometrical changes in this plane~the so-
called plane strain hypothesis!. In this case, tissue quas
incompressibility is equivalent to area conservation and
be modeled with a Poisson’s ratio value close to 0.5~Zienk-
iewicz and Taylor, 1989!. This hypothesis is well supporte
by 3D measurements of tongue deformation during spe
production, such as the ultrasound data published by S
et al. ~1997! or the MRI data analyzed by Badinet al.
~2002!.

e
he
1585Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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The small-deformation framework of the FE meth
provides a method for stiffness modeling through the defi
tion of the Young’s modulusE value, which is assumed to fi
the tissue stress–strain relationship~Zienkiewicz and Taylor,
1989!. To our knowledge, no data are available in the lite
ture about value ofE value for passive tongue tissues, b
measurements are reported for other part of the human b
Young’s modulus values are estimated around 15 kPa
skin ~Fung, 1993!, 10 kPa for blood vessels, and between
and 30 kPa for vocal folds~Min et al., 1994!. To a first
1586 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
i-
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or

approximation, and after a number of trials, the value
Young’s modulus of passive tongue tissues stiffness was
at Epassive512.25 kPa. With this value the temporal chara
teristics of tongue movements are realistic, as compared
data collected on real speakers, and the levels of force g
erated by the main muscles~GGp, GGa, STY, and HYO! are
between 0.5 and 1.5 Newtons, which seems to be reason
~Bunton and Weismer, 1994!.

As mentioned earlier, when a muscle is activated,
fiber stiffness increases. Measured values for human ske
Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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muscles have been reported to be 6.2 kPa for muscles at
and 110 kPa for the same muscles in a contracted pos
~Duck, 1990!. The stiffness of cardiac muscle has been m
sured at close to 30 kPa at rest, and as high as 300 kPa w
the muscle is activated~Ohayonet al., 1999!. In the frame-
work of the FE method, modeling the global increase
muscle stiffness with activation was made possible by
creasing the value of Young’s modulus of muscular eleme
Thus, the value of Young’s modulus varied with muscle a
tivation ~betweenEpassiveat rest, andEmax when the muscle
is maximally contracted!, while other tongue elements have
constant value ofE equal toEpassive. For the present version
of the model, and again after a number of trials,Emax was
fixed at 100 kPa. Because of the various sizes of the mus
this maximal value is reached for muscle dependent level
force. Thus, for example, it is reached for a 2.8 N force
the posterior genioglossus and for a 0.8 N force for the h
glossus. For a force level corresponding to normal spe
conditions~i.e., between 0.5 and 1.5 N! the Young’s modulus
varies between 40 and 75 kPa.

Finally, these elastic parameters were validated by co
paring the deformations of the FE structure induced by e
tongue muscle with the deformations observed during
speech. The force developed by each muscle was tune
that the global level of force produced during a tongue d
placement was at a level similar to those measured on hu
tongue during reiterant speech production~Bunton and Weis-
mer, 1994!, and the direction and amplitude of the simulat
deformations were verified to be compatible with data m
sured on PB during speech sequences~Badin et al., 1995!.

Figure 3 plots the tongue deformations induced by e
modeled muscle. The tongue shapes shown in the figure
similar to those seen in a number of cineradiographic stu
of speech movements~e.g., Perkell, 1969; Bothorelet al.,
1986!. Note, however, that the upward curvature of t
tongue generated by the action of the superior longitudin
~lowest panel! is not sufficient when compared to real tong
tip deformations. Alternative implementations for th
muscle, such as the one proposed by Takemoto~2001!, are
currently being tested.

4. Implementation of tongue –palate contacts
in the biomechanical model

During the production of stop consonants, contacts
tween the tongue and palate dramatically influence ton
trajectories. Therefore, modeling collisions between the
per tongue contour and the palatal contour is necessar
the present work, this includes two steps, which aim at:~1!
detecting the existence of tongue/palate contact and~2! gen-
erating resulting contact forces.

From a theoretical point of view, solving the problem
the contact detection between a solid curved surface and
formable structure is quite complex. However, it is simplifi
considerably here for two reasons. First, the representatio
two-dimensional instead of three-dimensional. Second,
contours delimiting the two bodies in contact~tongue against
palate! are represented by points connected by straight lin
Under these simplified conditions, the contact detect
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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problem is reduced to the detection of the intersection
tween two straight lines.

The force applied to the tongue when contact with t
palate occurs was calculated according to a method o
nally proposed by Marhefka and Orin~1996!. It is a so-called
penalty method, based on a nonlinear relationship betwe
the contact force and the positions and velocities of
nodes located on the upper tongue contour in the contact
~also, see Perkell, 1974, 1996!. The basic principle of this
method is as follows. If a node located on the upper tong
contour moves beyond the limits represented by the pa
contours, a repulsion forceF is generated in order to pus
this node back, up to the point where interpenetration is
longer detected. This force, applied to a node of the ton
model that is in contact with the palate, is computed acco
ing to Eq.~1!

F5~2a•xn2m• ẋ•xn!•k if x,0
~1!F50 if x>0,

wherex is the interpenetration distance~always a negative
value when contact exists! between the node on the dors
tongue contour and its orthogonal projection onto the pa
contour;ẋ is the first time derivative of the interpenetratio
distance;a is a coefficient representing the ‘‘stiffness’’ of th
collision ~a largea corresponds to hard contact!; m repre-
sents the ‘‘damping factor’’ of the collision;n accounts for
the nonlinearity; andk is a unit vector orthogonal to the
palate contour.

As emphasized in Eq.~1!, the penalty methodfirst tol-
erates a slight penetration of the tongue into the palate; th
it generates a force that pushes the node outward until
interpenetration distance is positive, at which point the c
tact force vanishes and the node is free to move back tow
the palate. The cyclical behavior inherent to modeling co
tact in this way has a tendency to result in instabilities a
oscillations. The parametersa, m, andn have been arbitrarily
fixed at ad hoc values~a560; m50.5; n50.8), in such a
way that, in the VCV simulations, the interpenetration d
tance and the amplitude of the potential oscillations rem
smaller than a tenth of millimeter.

During contact, the tongue is free to slide along the p
ate. To our knowledge the viscosity constraining this slidi
movement has never been measured. However, since the
ate and the tongue are covered with saliva, and since sali
a fluid that has lubricating properties, it is reasonable to
sume that this viscosity factor is negligible as compared
the other damping factors that constrain tongue movem
Consequently, in the current model, no viscosity coeffici
is used in the direction that is parallel to the palatal conto

IV. SIMULATIONS WITH THE TONGUE MODEL

This section reports the results of a number of simu
tions that explore the potential role of biomechanical fact
in the production of the looping articulatory patterns. T
control of the tongue model is based on the concept
there is a separate target for each of the individual sound
the sequence. Hence, specific target tongue shapes were
designed both for vowels and consonants, on the basi
1587Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics



FIG. 3. Tongue deformations associated with muscle activations. The dotted line represents the contour of the tongue at rest. Units ofX andY axes are in mm.
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data published in the literature for these sounds in sim
contexts. Then, an initial set of simulations was generated
@aka#, @uku#, @iki #, and @ika# sequences. In a second set
simulations, the effect on the articulatory trajectories
changes in the consonant target was studied. Finally, the
fect of tongue palate interaction was analyzed specificall
1588 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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A. Underlying control of the tongue model during VCV
sequences

1. Target-oriented control for vowels and consonants

As explained in Sec. III, muscle activations result fro
interactions between descending central control, specified
Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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the variablesl i ~index i referring to the different muscles!,
and the actual muscle lengths. A set of commands,l i , speci-
fies the position of the tongue at which a stable mechan
equilibrium, also called posture, is reached. Feldman’s s
gestion is that arm movements are produced from postur
posture. In line with this hypothesis, in the current mode
sequence of discrete control variable values (l i), specifying
successive postures, underlies a continuous trajec
through a sequence of phoneme targets. Movements are
duced with constant rate shifts of the control variables fr
the settings of one target to those of the next target.

The phoneme targets represent the ideal goals tow
which the tongue moves successively during the articula
of the sequence. For a given phoneme, these goals can
with the phonetic context, since we also assume that t
specification is the result of a higher-level planning proc
that takes into account the sequence as a whole and
grates some optimization principles. The description of t
planning process is not part of the present paper~see, how-
ever, Perrieret al., 1996a and Perkellet al., 2000 for related
discussions!.

It is important to note that it is assumed that the und
lying articulatory control is similar for vowels and cons
nants. However, the relation between the target specifica
and the tongue position actually reached differs significan
between these two classes of speech sounds. The spe
vowel targets are located ventral to the palate contours; c
sequently, the corresponding tongue shape can actuall
produced if the dynamical and time parametrization of
movement is adjusted appropriately. On the other ha
specified consonant targets are located beyond the palate
can therefore never be reached: they are ‘‘virtual’’ targe
Consequently, the tongue position reached during the
duction of the consonant is different from the specified o
It is the result of the combined influences of the target co
mand and of contact between tongue and palate~cf. Perkell
et al., 2000!. The virtual target hypothesis has been su
gested by Lo¨fqvist and Gracco for labial~1997! and for lin-
gual ~2002! stops, and it is supported by a kinematic co
parison of articulatory data collected on German speak
and simulations made with the Payan and Perrier ton
model ~Fuchset al., 2001!.

2. Sequencing of the commands

Since the current study is focused on the influence
tongue biomechanics on articulatory paths, temporal as
as vowel-to-vowel coarticulatory effects~Öhman, 1966;
Fowler, 1980; Perkell and Matthies, 1992; Matthieset al.,
2001! were purposely eliminated by making the followin
simplifications.

~i! No account is given, at the level of the articulation,
the differences between voiced and unvoiced con
nants~see Löfqvist and Gracco, 1994, for examples
such differences!; consequently, a unique articulator
target was used to specify the velar consonant in e
vowel context. We arbitrarily refer to this consona
with the phonetic symbol@k#.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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~ii ! Symmetrical temporal patterns have been chosen
the movements toward and away from the consona

~iii ! The times of onsets and offsets of the motor comma
shift are the same for all muscles.

3. Selection of targets for [a], [i], [u], and [k]

As discussed above, it is assumed that the target c
mand for a phoneme results from a higher-level plann
process that takes a set of successive targets into cons
ation. If this principle is applied strictly, the same phonem
vowel or consonant, pronounced in two different phone
sequences should be associated with two different ta
commands. For example, the target commands for@a# and@k#
are likely to be different in the@aka# as compared to@aki# or
@uka#. However, it is known that in V1CV2 sequences ve
consonants are much more influenced by the surround
vowels than the vowels are influenced by the conson
~Keating, 1993!. Consequently, in order to minimize th
number of simulations, in this work only the consonant tar
was assumed to vary as a function of the context. Thus,
different target commands were used for@k#, a front one
associated with front-vowel contexts, and a back one ass
ated with back-vowel contexts, while a unique target w
associated with each vowel.

These target commands were determined after a num
of trials according to the following procedure. Knowing th
main influence of each muscle on the tongue shape, we
approximated the muscle commands associated with e
sound, by modifying them step by step, starting from the r
position, up to the point where a constriction was formed
the appropriate region in the vocal tract. Then, muscle co
mands were adjusted around this initial configuration so t
tongue contours were reasonably close to data publishe
the literature for the same sound in similar vowel conte
~Houde, 1967, for English, and, for French, Bothorelet al.,
1986!. To determine the two different muscle command s
for the velar consonant, special attention was given to
location and to the size of the contact region along the pal
Accordingly, for each new trial, simulations of@iki # and
@aka# sequences were generated, and the shape of the to
at different times during the consonantal closure was
served and compared to x-ray data. The evaluation crite
was to qualitatively replicate the differences in tongue sh
observed experimentally for similar sequences. The resul
tongue shapes corresponding to the three vowels tar
~@i#,@a#,@u#! are shown in Fig. 4, and the virtual targets ass
ciated with the two different muscle commands sets for
velar consonant, both in front and back context, are show
Fig. 5.

The target defined for the vowel@i# involves activation
of the posterior genioglossus~GGp! and, to a much lesse
extent, of the styloglossus~STY!. For @a#, the target was
obtained with recruitment of the hyoglossus~HG! and of the
anterior genioglossus~GGa!. The production of @u# is
achieved with recruitment of the STY, and, to a much les
extent, of the GGp.

For the velar consonant targets, three muscles are
vated, namely the STY, the GGp, and, to a lesser extent,
inferior longitudinalis~IL !. The balance between the force
1589Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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produced by GGp and STY determines the difference
tween the anterior target and the posterior one. Figur
shows the corresponding overall tongue shapes~top and
middle panels! and more closely in the palatal region~bot-
tom panel!. The highest point of the tongue is higher a
more fronted for the anterior virtual target configuration. U
der actual conditions, when the tongue is in contact with

FIG. 4. Tongue shapes for the vowel targets used in the simulations.
dotted line represents the contour of the tongue at rest. Units ofX andY axes
are in mm.
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palate, this difference induces for the anterior target a leng
ening of the contact region towards the front, which is co
sistent with the observations provided for French stops
Bothorel et al. ~1986! ~pp. 180–181!. In all cases the force
due to gravity was not taken into account.

heFIG. 5. Tongue shapes for the virtual consonant targets used in the sim
tions. Top panel: anterior target; middle panel: posterior target; in these
panels, the dotted line represents the contour of the tongue at rest; bo
panel: enlarged view of the tongue contours in the palatal region; do
line: posterior target; solid bold line: anterior target. Units ofX andY axes
are in mm.
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B. Simulation of V1– †k‡–V2 sequences

1. Simulations for symmetrical V –[k] –V sequences

Simulations were first generated for@a#, @u#, and@i# in a
symmetrical vowel context. The timing of the commands,
same for all the sequences, is given in Table I. For@a# and@u#
the consonantal target was the posterior one, for@i# it was the
anterior one. The trajectories of four nodes located in
palatal and velar regions on the upper contour of the ton
were analyzed for the three sequences~see Figs. 6, 7, and 8!.
For @aka# and@uku# we observe forward-looping patterns fo
the four nodes, with different amplitudes depending on
location of the nodes on the tongue and on the vowels:
loops observed in@a# context are clearly larger than in@u#

TABLE I. Timing of the commands for the VCV sequences.

Duration ~ms!

Vowel hold time 150
Vowel-to-@k# transition time 30
@k# hold time 100
@k#-to-vowel transition time 30
Vowel hold time 150

FIG. 6. Trajectories of four nodes on the dorsal contour of the tongue in
simulation of@aka#; top panel: general sagittal view; bottom panel: close
in the palatal region. The solid tongue contour represents the initial vo
configuration; the dotted line contour corresponds to the consonant con
ration just before release; for each trajectory, the starting point is ma
with a small open circle on the solid line tongue contour. Units ofX andY
axes are in mm.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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context. For@iki # the movement is backward during the e
tire consonantal closure gesture; the size of the horizo
displacement is smaller than in the other two vowel conte

2. Simulations for asymmetrical V1 –[k] –V2
sequences

Simulations were also made for asymmetrical s
quences, where the vowels preceding and following the c
sonant were different. The timing of the commands was
same as in the symmetrical VCV simulations.

Special attention was devoted to the@ika# sequence,
since Houde~1967! observed in some cases in@i’ga# a rever-
sal of the main rearward movement during the consonant
for @iki #, the anterior target was used for the stop conson

Figure 9 shows the trajectories of the same four node
can be observed that in this simulation, no reversal is p
duced and that the tongue slides continuously backw
along the palate for about 2 mm during the@k# closure.2 This
result will be discussed later in Secs. IV C 1 and IV C 2
relation to the consonant target location.

Concerning asymmetrical sequences V1–@k#–V2 in gen-
eral, experimental studies~Houde, 1967; Mooshamme
et al., 1995, Löfqvist and Gracco, 2002! have systematically
shown that sequences with V15@i# show a much smaller
amount of movement during the consonantal closure in co
parison with V15@u# or @a#. Figure 10 shows the trajector

e

el
u-
d

FIG. 7. Trajectories of four nodes on the dorsal contour of the tongue in
simulation of@uku#; top panel: general sagittal view; low panel: close up
the palatal region. The solid tongue contour represents the initial vo
configuration; the dotted line contour corresponds to the consonant con
ration just before release; for each trajectory, the starting point is ma
with a small open circle on the solid line tongue contour. Units ofX andY
axes are in mm.
1591Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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described by a node on the dorsal tongue contour for all
contexts. This node is the second from the back in Figs. 6
In order to see the influence of V1 on the amplitude of
sliding movement during the closure, the results obtained
the same V1 are grouped in the same panel. It can be
served that the size of the loop is determined by the fi
vowel V1, and that the general trend observed on the exp
mental data is replicated: if V15@i# the amplitude of the
movement is clearly smaller than in the other cases. H
ever, the differences are not as large as the measurem
provided by Mooshammeret al. ~1995!. These results will
also be discussed below in relation to the consonant ta
location ~see Sec. IV C 1 c!.

C. Influence of target locations and tongue
biomechanics

1. Analysis of the articulatory trajectories generated
in the simulations

Three aspects of the articulatory trajectories warr
more in-depth analysis:~1! the direction~forwards or back-
wards!; ~2! the loop curvature and orientation~clockwise or
counterclockwise!; ~3! the amplitude of the movement du
ing the consonantal closure~the size of the loop!. These

FIG. 8. Trajectories of four nodes on the dorsal contour of the tongue in
simulation of@iki #; top panel: general sagittal view; low panel: close up
the palatal region. The solid tongue contour represents the initial vo
configuration; the dotted line contour corresponds to the consonant con
ration just before release; for each trajectory, the starting point is ma
with a small open circle on the solid line tongue contour. Units ofX andY
axes are in mm.
1592 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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properties will be analyzed separately, in relation to spec
aspects of the model used to generate the sequences.

a. Direction of the paths. In summary, for@ak# and for
@uk#, the nodes located in the palatal region descr
forward-oriented trajectories, while the movement is ba
ward for sequences@ik# whether the following vowel is@a# or
@i#. In the case of the vowels@u# and @a#, the virtual target
position of @k# is located anterior to the vowel targets~see
Figs. 4 and 5, low panels!. For vowel @i#, the consonanta
target is located slightly posterior to the@i# target~see Figs. 4
and 5, top panels!. Therefore, it can be concluded that, in th
model, the direction of the movement during the V–@k# se-
quences is defined by the locations of the vowel and
consonant targets relative to each other. This influence of
target locations could also be easily predicted with a sim
kinematic model that would be controlled in a target-bas
manner. Consequently, the biomechanical properties of
tongue model do not seem to play any role in the determ
tion of the main direction of the movement, i.e., whether it
forward or backward oriented. However, a kinematic mo
by itself would describe straight paths, and could not acco
for the fact that ‘‘the horizontal and the vertical componen
of movement towards the target are pursued independen
~Mooshammeret al., 1995, p. 20!. Both experimental data
and our simulations show this phenomenon, since the tra

e

el
u-
d

FIG. 9. Trajectories of four nodes on the dorsal contour of the tongue in
simulation of@ika#; top panel: general sagittal view; low panel: close up
the palatal region. The solid tongue contour represents the initial vo
configuration; the dotted line contour corresponds to the consonant con
ration just before release; for each trajectory, the starting point is ma
with a small open circle on the solid line tongue contour. Units ofX andY
axes are in mm.
Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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FIG. 10. Trajectories of a node on the dorsal tongue contour of the ton
~the second node from the back in Figs. 6–9! in the asymmetrical se-
quences; top panel:@ik#–V2 sequences; middle panel:@ak#–V2 sequences;
bottom panel:@uk#–V2 sequences, where V2 is one of vowels@i# ~dashed–
dotted lines!, @a# ~solid lines!, and@u# ~dotted lines!. The solid arrows show
the directions of movements in the closing phase toward the conso
Units of X andY axes are in mm.
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tories are curved. In our simulations the trajectory shapes
determined by the biomechanical properties of the mode
explained below.

b. Trajectory curvature and loop orientation. The con-
trol underlying all the simulations presented above is
tremely simple: the transition between two successive sou
is based on a linear interpolation between the two associ
sets of muscle threshold lengths at the targets. Conseque
the curvature of the articulatory trajectories cannot be a
rect consequence of the control itself. This phenomeno
due to the biomechanical properties of the tongue model,
the passive tongue elasticity, the muscle arrangements w
the tongue, and the force generation mechanism.

The passive elasticity is taken into account with t
finite-element method. Thus, the continuous mechanics
tongue tissue is modeled: force acting on a specific par
the tongue has consequences on the whole tongue body
relations among the strains generated in different parts of
tongue are nonlinear and depend on the finite-element
rameters~Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio!.

Muscle fiber orientations are not constant during
movement, since some of the muscle insertions are fixed~for
example, the bony insertion of the styloglossus! while others
are moving with tongue tissues~for example, the other end
of the styloglossus!. As a consequence the directions of a
muscle forces change during the movement.

Additional nonlinearities are introduced in the force ge
eration due to the use of Feldman’s control model. Beca
the model incorporates the concept of a threshold lengt
muscle can suddenly become active if its length exceeds
threshold. Moreover, once a muscle is active, the force g
erated is an exponential function of its length. Extern
forces are generated temporarily during the contact betw
tongue and palate, which adds another nonlinearity.

In our simulations, the combination of all these nonli
earities is responsible for the curved aspect of the traje
ries. Thus, contrary to Lo¨fqvist and Gracco’s~2002! sugges-
tion, it is not necessary to invoke a general optimizati
principle that would plan the entire trajectory to explain t
trajectory shape.

The variation of the magnitudes and orientations
muscle forces during the movement, as determined by
combination of target commands which specify the tim
variation of the threshold muscle lengths, and tongue de
mation, which modifies the length and the orientation of t
muscle fibers, also contributes to the shape and orientatio
the loop. For example, because of the combined action
the GGp and the STY, for@aka# and@uku#, the middle part of
the tongue first moves upward and then forward before
ting the palate. It can also be observed that after the con
nantal closure for@aka#, @uku#, and@iki #, the first part of the
movement toward the vowel is forward oriented, althou
only slightly so for@iki #. This forward movement is observe
even if the subsequent vowel is posterior to the conson
release location, even though the motor commands do
specify movement in the forward direction. This result mu
therefore be a consequence of muscular anatomy and
tongue model’s biomechanical properties.

ue

nt.
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c. Movement amplitude during the consonantal closu.
It was noted in Sec. IV B, that, in all the V1–@k#–V2 simu-
lations, the amplitude of the sliding movement of the tong
along the palate during the consonantal closure is ma
determined by the first vowel V1: the tongue slides ove
distance of 5 mm for V15@a#, 3 mm for V15@u#, and around
2 mm for V15@i#.

In order to understand the origins of this phenomen
different parameters were investigated: the amplitude and
orientation of the velocity vector just before consonant c
tact occurs, and the distances between nodes describin
tongue shape at the beginning of the consonantal closure
the virtual consonant tongue-shape target~the shape it would
assume without interference from the palate!. Additional
simulations of the@aka# sequence were also calculated w
various transition times from@a# to @k#, in order to change
the velocity while keeping the target commands constan

Considering all these simulations, no clear relation co
be found between, on the one hand, the magnitude and
rection of the velocity vector just before the contact and,
the other hand, the amplitude of the movement during
closure. The only systematic finding is related to distan
between the tongue shapes at the beginning of the clo
and at the consonant virtual target. This is illustrated by F
11, which shows these tongue shapes for@aka#, @uku#, and
@iki # ~from top to bottom!. Considering the results depicte
in Figs. 6–8, it can be seen that the length of the slid
contact section of the movement is related to the dista
between the position of the tongue when it first contacts
palate~C! and the position of the consonant’s virtual targ
~V!. In the case of vowels@u# and @a#, starting from the
vowel, the tongue moves first upward and forward unti
hits the palate. From this time, the vertical movement
comes strongly constrained by the palatal contour. Since
tongue shape at the first point of contact is posterior to
virtual target shape of the consonant, the tongue continue
slide forward along the palate in the direction of the virtu
consonant target, and the larger the distance between the
shapes, the larger the amplitude of the sliding movemen

For vowel @i#, the first part of the movement is upwar
and backward. The movement in the vertical direction
comes strongly constrained when the tongue hits the pa
slightly in front of the consonantal target~recall that, in this
case, the anterior target was used!. Consequently, the tongu
slides along the palate in the backward direction over a sm
distance.

The virtual target for the consonant is specified at
control level. The tongue shape at the beginning of the c
sonantal closure is the result of the tongue deformation fr
the vowel, which depends on muscular anatomy and bio
chanical properties of the tongue~see Sec. IV C 1 b! and on
the virtual target specified for V1 and@k#. We have shown
that the amplitude of the movement during the consona
closure depends on the distance between these two to
shapes and on the interaction with the palate. Conseque
the amplitude of the movement during the closure is
result of a combination of effects related to the control~the
virtual target sequence! and to biomechanical factors.

These observations can also explain the differences
1594 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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tween our simulations and Mooshammeret al.’s ~1995! mea-
surements about the size of the loops in various V1–@k#–V2:
while the general orientation of the loop is the same for e
speaker, the amplitude of the sliding movement during
closure depends on speaker specific properties, at a co
and at a physical level.

FIG. 11. Close up in the palatal region of the tongue shapes~bold line,
labeled C! at the beginning of the consonantal closure for@aka#, @uku#, and
@iki #. The dotted line represents the contour of the tongue at the vir
consonant target~labeled V!. The solid line represents the palatal contou
Units of X andY axes are in mm.
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2. Reversal of loop direction through consonant target
shifting

We have seen that in our simulations the direction of
loops is determined by the positions of the consonant
vowel target tongue shapes relative to each other. In
context, it should be interesting to determine the exten
which the generated patterns are sensitive to changes in
specified locations of the targets. More specifically, we
interested in conditions that would cause the directions of
loops to be reversed. Hence, additional simulations w
generated, where the consonant target was moved in th
rection opposite to the originally observed loop direction:
@aka# and@uku#, the target was gradually moved backward
a position determined by increasing the recruitment of S
and decreasing that of GGp; for@iki # it was moved forward
by making the opposite changes in muscles recruitment.

Figure 12 shows the results of the simulation for@aka# in
which the trajectory of the second node from the back
comes backward oriented. The top panel shows in do

FIG. 12. Generation of backward-oriented loops for@aka# through target
shifting. Top panel: original~dotted line! and modified~bold line! virtual
consonant targets; lower panel: trajectories of four nodes on the dorsal
tour of the tongue in the simulation of@aka# with the modified consonan
target: close up in the palatal region. The solid tongue contour represen
initial vowel configuration; the dotted line contour corresponds to the c
sonant configuration just before release; for each trajectory, the sta
point is marked with a small open circle on the solid line tongue conto
Units of X andY axes are in mm.
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tions where forward-oriented loops were observed, and
solid line the virtual target obtained by modifying the recru
ment of STY and GGP to produce a tongue contour tha
positioned at the place where the first reversal of a n
trajectory could be observed~see the bottom panel!. The lat-
ter virtual target can be considered as a boundary within
vocal tract between two kinds of articulation for velar stop
for the virtual target tongue shapes that are more ante
than this boundary, the loops observed in@aka# will be for-
ward oriented; for the virtual target tongue shapes that
more posterior, the loops will be backward oriented. Start
from the posterior target chosen for@k# in the preceding
simulations, it took large changes in muscle commands
generate the differences in shape and to reverse the dire
of the articulatory loop. As a consequence, the conson
target where reversal occurs is significantly different fro
the one used in the preceding simulations: the constrictio
now essentially in the region of the soft palate, and not in
velo-palatal region as usually observed for the velar stops
and /k/~Bothorelet al., 1986!. Similar results were found for
@uku#.

Figure 13 shows the result obtained for@iki #, with a
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FIG. 13. Generation of forward-oriented loops for@iki # through target shift-
ing. Top panel: original~dotted line! and modified~bold line! virtual conso-
nant targets; lower panel: trajectories of four nodes on the dorsal conto
the tongue in the simulation of@iki # with the modified consonant target
close up in the palatal region. The solid tongue contour represents the i
vowel configuration; the dotted line contour corresponds to the conso
configuration just before release; for each trajectory, the starting poin
marked with a small open circle on the solid line tongue contour. Units oX
andY axes are in mm.
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presentation identical to Fig. 12. It can be seen that, cont
to @aka#, a small forward shift of the consonant target, as
ciated with very small changes in muscle commands, w
enough to reverse the direction and the orientation of
loops, which are now forward directed and counterclockw
oriented~as opposed to Fig. 8, in which they are backwa
directed and clockwise oriented!. The latter consonant targe
is still reasonable for a@k# articulated in a front-vowel con
text ~Bothorelet al., 1986!.

These results suggest that the forward direction of
looping patterns observed in the@a# and @u# contexts is very
stable in the face of moderate changes in the consonant t
location, while loop variability is likely to be observed in th
@i# context, in which small perturbations of the target po
tions can reverse the loop direction and its orientation.

D. Effect of tongue–palate interaction

It can be concluded from the preceding section that,
cording to our model, target locations and tongue mus
anatomy and biomechanics, together with the tongue–pa
interaction, may explain the existence, the direction, the
entation, and the size of the loops. In this section, the ef
of tongue–palate interaction will be discussed more spe
cally.

The influence of tongue–palate interaction on the arti
latory trajectories can be illustrated quantitatively in o
model by generating the same VCV sequences in a ‘‘virtu
vocal tract where the palate is removed. In this case,
consonant target can actually be reached, and the co
sponding articulatory trajectories can be observed and c
pared to the simulation with the palate. The trajectories
tained for @aka# under the same conditions as above~Sec.
IV B !, but with and without the palate, are shown in Fig. 1
The top panel shows trajectories of four nodes on the do
contour of the tongue in the simulation of@aka# in a virtual
vocal tract without palate. The palatal contour is shown a
reference with a solid line. The lower~solid! tongue contour
represents the initial vowel configuration. The open symb
show the locations of the nodes at the following success
times: circles—when node 3 passes upward through the p
tal contour~initial contact for the consonant when the pala
constraint is in effect!; squares—when node 2 passes upw
through the palatal contour; and triangles—just before n
3 passes downward through the palatal contour. The lo
panel shows a superimposition of the trajectories simula
with ~dashed line! and without~solid line! the palate. The
same muscle commands were used for both simulations

From the moment the tongue goes above the pa
~circles in Fig. 14, top half!, the trajectories of both nodes
and 3 are oriented backward. The backward movemen
more pronounced for node 3, due primarily to the conser
tion of volume constraint and the elastic properties of
model. In addition, the front part of the tongue~node 1!,
moves upward slightly after the central part of the tong
~nodes 2 and 3! has started to move downward~portions of
the trajectories between the squares and triangles!. In other
words, the different nodes finish their upward movemen
different times.
1596 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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The lower part of Fig. 14 shows that the four nod
initially follow the same trajectory in both simulations. How
ever, as would be expected, differences appear when
tongue first reaches the palatal contour. In the absence o
palate, the tongue is free to continue its movement tow
the virtual target without any limitation. From a little befor
the moment that the upper part of the tongue goes beyond
palatal line~circles in the top half of the figure!, its move-
ment is no longer continuously upward and forward. Es
cially for the two middle nodes, an upward and backwa
movement occurs first; then, the movement turns forw
toward the virtual target location for the@k# ~represented by
the dotted line contour in the top panel!. The backward
movement is due to the fact that the force generated by
styloglossus becomes larger than the force generated by
posterior genioglossus. According to our model of mus
force generation~Sec. III B 2!, force variation is due to
changes in macrofiber lengths induced by tongue defor
tion. This particular influence of the styloglossus could n

FIG. 14. Top panel: Trajectories of four nodes on the dorsal contour of
tongue in the simulation of@aka# in a ‘‘virtual’’ vocal tract without palate.
The palatal contour is represented as a reference. The solid tongue co
represents the initial vowel configuration. The open symbols show the l
tions of the nodes at the following successive times: circles—when nod
passes upward through the palatal contour~initial contact when the palata
constraint is in effect!; squares—when node 2 passes upward through
palatal contour; and triangles—just before node 3 passes downward thr
the palatal contour~consonant release when the palatal constraint is in
fect!. The dotted contour corresponds to the virtual target of the conson
The starting point is marked with a small filled circle on the solid lin
tongue contour. Lower panel: superimposition of the trajectories simula
with ~dashed line! and without~solid line! palate. Units ofX andY axes are
in mm.
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be observed in simulations made with the palate, because
the two middle nodes, the actions of the styloglossus and
genioglossus, combined with the reaction force generate
palatal contact, resulted in a force in the forward direction
the simulations without the palate, there is no reaction for
therefore, the net force acting on theses nodes as the u
part of the tongue goes beyond the palatal contour is
oriented in the rearward direction, before again becom
forward oriented.

A comparison of the trajectories with the palate~dashed
line, bottom half of Fig. 14! with those without the palate
~solid line! shows that, after initial contact, the trajectori
without the palate are slightly more posterior than the traj
tories with the palate for the three anterior nodes. Thus
the simulations, the interactions between the tongue and
palate influence the trajectory shape. The adequacy of s
predictions could be tested in the future with actual articu
tory behavior and the use of a device that measures the p
sure of the tongue against the palate.

Note, however, that in both cases the VC portion of
trajectory is located well behind the CV portion, and that t
maximum distance in the midsagittal plane between th
two parts of the trajectory is not significantly modified by t
presence or absence of palate. Therefore, in our model
distance between the VC and the CV trajectories and
maximum size of the articulatory loops in the horizontal
rection seem to depend only on tongue biomechanics
virtual consonant target location, without any influence
the palate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Simulations of VCV sequences~where C is a velar stop
consonant! with a biomechanical model of the tongue ha
been presented. Both vowel and consonant gestures
controlled in terms of articulatory targets. Similar to obs
vations on actual speakers, the VC and CV portions of
trajectories were somewhat curved and formed loops, e
for symmetrical VCV sequences. The results seem to in
cate that the presence and shape of the loops are stro
influenced by tongue biomechanics, including its muscu
anatomy and contact with the palate. Contrary to suggest
by Löfqvist and Gracco~2002!, biomechanics alone can b
responsible for the trajectory curvature, and control of
entire trajectory based on a cost minimization principle d
not seem to be necessary to explain these patterns. Of co
our results do not disprove Lo¨fqvist and Gracco’s~2002!
hypothesis, since the control could act in combination w
biomechanical factors. However, our simulations dem
strate that articulatory loops do not necessarily occur beca
entire articulatory trajectories are controlled in speech p
duction. Our results support a more parsimonious theory
speech motor control, based on planning the target sequ
and not the entire trajectory~Perrieret al., 1996a!.

For @uku# and @aka#, the results of the simulations tha
depict forward-looping patterns are in good agreement w
all the examples published in the literature. It was a
shown for these two vowel contexts that in our simulatio
the direction and the orientation of the looping pattern
very resistant to changes in the position of the conson
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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target. Therefore, it seems that tongue biomechanics
explain the forward-oriented loop trajectories that were o
served for these sequences on a number of different spea
and in different languages, while the upper portion of t
loop is obviously influenced by interactions of the tong
with the palate.

Both for @iki # and@ika#, in the first set of simulations, the
model generated only backward movements. However
was also shown for@iki # that a slight forward shift of the
consonant target could induce a change in the loop direc
and in its orientation. These results are consistent with
examples published in the literature. For example Hou
~1967! observed for both sequences a small forward-loop
pattern, but Mooshammeret al.’s ~1995! findings were
slightly different. First, the latter authors did not observe a
looping pattern for their two speakers during the product
of @ika#. Second, for@iki #, they confirmed Houde’s observa
tion, but they also noted that the velocity at the onset of
closure was oriented rearward for one of their two speak
and forward for the other speaker. Therefore, it seems
sonable to assume that there is a certain amount of variab
between speakers, and perhaps also between languag
the orientation and shape of articulatory trajectories, wh
the vowel preceding the velar consonant is@i#. This charac-
teristic seems to be properly accounted for by our mod
However, it should also be noted that in our simulations
was never possible to generate the kind of forward loop t
Houde ~1967! observed for@ika#, which is ‘‘superimposed,
during contact, on the main rearward movement of t
tongue’’ ~p. 129!.

In conclusion, the simulations reported in the curre
paper suggest that, whatever the vowel context, the artic
tory patterns observed in VCV sequences, where C is a v
stop consonant, are largely determined by tongue bio
chanics. However, especially in the case of@iki # and @ika#,
where the orientation of these patterns seems to be q
unstable, it is probably necessary to take into account
potential role of other factors, such as the precise location
the consonant and vowel targets and aerodynamics. Pre
nary studies of the fluid–walls interaction in the vocal tra
lead us to infer that aerodynamics could have an influe
when V15@i# ~Perrieret al., 2000!.

In general, our findings partially support Hooleet al.’s
~1998! suggestion that both aerodynamics and biomecha
probably contribute to the generation of the loops: ‘‘Taken
together, these observations suggest that the elliptical mo
ment patterns found in speech must be put down to at l
two factors: Firstly, aerodynamic factors operating in th
vicinity of a consonantal constriction; secondly, asymmetr
in the muscle forces responsible for V-to-C and C-to-V mo
ments.’’ ~Hooleet al., 1998, p. 145!. Our results may provide
some answers to certain of Hoole’s hypotheses. In particu
since in our simulations the commands patterns to
muscles are synchronized with each other, it may not
necessary to hypothesize temporal asymmetries in
muscle control to account for the generation of the obser
loops. In addition, compared to the biomechanics, aero
namics may have a limited influence, especially in ba
vowel contexts.
1597Perrier et al.: On loops and tongue biomechanics
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